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We examine here the depth resolution (interface width) in elemental analysis and depth profiling of complex layer systems of

three ion-probing techniques, each of which has pros and cons:

� Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS);

� secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS); and,

� glow-discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES).

RBS is a non-destructive technique that requires no standards for quantification, although access to medium-scale ion-source

facilities is needed.

SIMS maintains nanometer (nm) resolution at greater depths but at the expense of longer data-acquisition times.

Finally, GDOES allows depth profiling quickly and accurately, although depth resolution degrades linearly with depth due to sput-

tering effects (e.g., crater shape and chemical modifications), among other factors.

We discuss these ion-probing techniques in the light of new results obtained with chromium/titanium multilayer structures with indi-

vidual layer thicknesses between hundreds of nm and a few nm. We resolved ultra-thin chromium layers of 2.5 nm and 5 nm, buried at 
different depths in titanium matrixes with thicknesses up to 3 lm, and used the results to evaluate the depth resolution of the ion-prob-

ing techniques.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, the use of metal and/or
metal-compound multilayer coatings has
been extended to an enormous range of
applications. By combining synergistically
the properties of different materials, it is
possible to tune and to optimize desired
functional properties. Typical examples
involve hard protective coatings for
mechanical parts and tools, optical coat-
ings for lenses, filters and architectural
glass panels, barrier contacts for micro-
electronics, quantum superlattices, ther-
mal barriers for gas turbines, thin-film
waveguides, and biomedical coatings. In
general, for these and other applications,
complex coating structures have to be
designed in order to accomplish very strict
requirements (e.g., thickness homogeneity
in the nanometer (nm) range, low surface
roughness and abrupt or graded inter-
faces).
Fig. 1 shows a typical advanced multi-
layer coating. The first property that any
coating should fulfill is good adhesion to
the substrate, so it is common in many
devices to add adhesive or barrier inter-
layers (e.g., 50–100 nm of Cr or Ti for
metallurgical protective coatings). This
buffer layer may also serve as a barrier
layer avoiding element inter-diffusion at
the film/substrate interface. The structure
of the coating itself may comprise a
multilayer structure, a graded in-depth
composition or even 2D and 3D nano-
composite systems. Of special relevance
are multilayer coatings with bilayers of
the order of some nm (superlattices),
which, among other applications, are de-
signed to reach film hardness in the range
of superhard materials (>40 GPa) [1,2], to
improve magnetic or transport properties
[3,4] or, finally, to tune the optical
performance of the films [5,6]. In all these
applications, sharp interfaces and a low
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Figure 1. Multilayer coating.
degree of mixing between the component materials are
strictly required. Finally, most coatings have a top
functional layer to tailor the desired surface properties
(e.g., low friction, optical reflectivity, or corrosion resis-
tance).

The analytical characterization of these layered
structures requires high-resolution analytical techniques
able to provide information about surface and depth
composition at the nm level (for references, see the
excellent review by Werner and Garten [7]). Well-known
techniques [e.g., Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), secondary ion
mass spectroscopy (SIMS), Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry (RBS) and, more recently, glow-discharge
optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES)] are generally
used for this purpose. In Table 1, the main characteris-
tics of these five techniques are compared. XPS, AES and
Table 1. Comparative summary of the main characteristics of different sur

AES XPS

Excitation probe Electrons Photons (XR)
Emission (=detection) Electrons Electrons
Sputtering Ion beam <10 keV Ion beam <10 keV
Atom mixing Yes Yes
Crater effect No No
Max. Depth analysis (lm) 1 0,1
Depth Resolution (nm) 0.5–2.5 0.5–2.5
Lateral Resolution (nm) 10 102

Chemistry Information Yes (+) Yes (++)
Detection Limit (ppm) 103 103

Elemental range Z > 2 Z > 2
Calibration Method Easy Easy
Crater diameter (mm) <1 <1
Vacuum (mbar) 10�10 10�10

Acquisition time Moderate Slow
SIMS suffer from preferential sputtering artifacts. How-
ever, in XPS and AES, this effect derives from the anal-
ysis of the residual surface composition and, in SIMS,
from the flux composition of sputtered ions. Moreover,
the maximum depths of analysis of AES and, in partic-
ular, XPS are restricted to the sub-lm range, thus lim-
iting the study of thicker coatings. On the other hand,
RBS, SIMS and GDOES are all ion-probing techniques
capable for analyzing to depths of several lm with nm
resolution although without chemical information (as
when using XPS and AES). From the above techniques,
we have therefore chosen RBS, SIMS and GDOES for the
analysis of multilayer systems with individual thickness
ranging from a few to some hundreds of nm and a total
thickness greater than 1 lm. In the following para-
graphs, we briefly describe the principles of the profiling
techniques under consideration.
face-analysis techniques

RBS SIMS GDOES

Ions Ions Ions
Electrons Ions (m/e) Photons (k)
No Ion beam <10 keV DC/RF <50 eV
No Yes No
No Yes (�) Yes (++)
5 5 >100
5 0.5–2.5 1
105 10 106

No Yes (+) No
103 10�1–10 1
Z > 2 All All
Standard free Complex Complex
No crater <1 4
10�6 10�10 10�2

Moderate (minutes) Slow (hours) Very fast (seconds)



RBS is a non-destructive technique that is commonly 
employed for in-depth compositional analysis of metal 
and metal-nitride layers [8–10]. The technique presents 
a high elemental sensitivity for heavy elements (<1 at.%) 
and a depth resolution in the nm range (�5–10 nm), 
and it does not require standards for quantification. This 
latter feature makes RBS an excellent candidate to assess 
the composition of samples to be used later as quantifi-
cation standards by other techniques (e.g., SIMS or 
GDOES). Following this idea, Escobar-Galindo et al. [11] 
have recently implemented a procedure to improve 
GDOES quantification of nitrogen using home-made ni-
tride coatings as reference materials. The experimental 
RBS settings (e.g., ion species, and incident energy and 
angle) are very flexible in order to aim at resolving 
specific problems. The main drawback of RBS is the 
requirement for medium-scale instrumentation (e.g., ion 
implanters or electrostatic accelerators). Other disad-
vantages include the limitation of the analysis to the 
very first lm of the sample and the difficulty of detecting 
light elements on substrates with higher mass number 
due to a low mass resolution for heavy elements and a 
low - cross section for low - Z elements. It requires 
smooth surfaces for analysis and provides no informa-
tion about the chemical bonding. As we discuss later, 
there is a decrease of resolution at increasing depths due 
to energy straggling of the incoming beam.

SIMS equipped with ion-beam depth profiling provides 
nm resolution at greater depths. This technique is a 
suitable alternative due to a high level of detection and 
quantification, lower than 1 ppm, and an excellent depth 
resolution below 5 nm [12,13]. Nevertheless, such nm 
depth resolution is only achieved by using primary ion 
energies in the sub-keV range [14]. However, the 
advantages of lowering the impact energy are compro-
mised not only by significant surface roughening but 
also by the decrease in sputtering yield. The small 
sputtered area allows a lateral resolution of �5 lm with 
a dynamic range greater than 106 for most elements. 
Moreover, SIMS is able to discriminate between different 
isotopes of the same element, although it does not pro-
vide information on chemical bonding. It requires ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) conditions and the calibration 
procedure is very complex. The major limitation of the 
technique is the long experimental time necessary to 
obtain the spectra since, in routine process development, 
faster analysis is required to provide feedback informa-
tion on the effect of the deposition conditions.

GDOES is nowadays a well-established technique 
capable of overcoming such time-limitation difficulties 
[15,16]. The method is based on detection of the light 
emitted from the excited atoms sputtered from the 
sample surface by a glow discharge. Only moderate 
vacuum is required, and erosion and sampling rates are 
high enough (typically >1 lm/min) to obtain a compo-
sitional profile of some lm in depth in a few minutes,
with a depth resolution in the nm range [17–20] and a
high level of detection (1 ppm) and quantification
(10 ppm). Besides, the use of a radiofrequency (rf) source
for sputtering extends the application of GDOES to the
study of insulators as both coatings and substrates
[21,22]. Hydrogen can be detected by GDOES, although
it requires corrections to be applied due to changes in the
emission lines [23,24]. However, GDOES is a destructive
technique that does not provide any chemical informa-
tion and, due to the large crater area (4 mm), has no
lateral resolution. There are serious problems associated
with crater geometry, which, in certain applications, has
to be optimized to reduce the loss of resolution with
depth, (as discussed in [25–29]) Finally, the calibration
procedure for GDOES is complex and the lack of reference
materials limits the quantitative analysis of important
elements (e.g., oxygen, nitrogen or hydrogen), typically
found in many coating structures. This specific issue has
been discussed in detail elsewhere [11,30,31].

Although there has been extensive work on depth
resolution in multilayers (mostly in metal systems) [32–
44], there has been no systematic work comparing the
depth-profiling performance and the accompanying
effects on the widening interface of RBS, SIMS and
GDOES techniques. We focus the discussion on periodic
metal layers as ideal cases of more complex structures
generally used in mechanical, optical, electrical and
magnetic applications, where binary or ternary metal
compounds are generally employed (oxides, nitrides and
carbides of transition metals).
2. Experimental

2.1. Metal-multilayer-coating deposition
Cr, Ti and Al multilayer coatings with individual thick-
ness in the range 2.5–700 nm and different material
sequences were deposited to compare the composition
depth profiles, as obtained from GDOES, RBS and SIMS,
and to explore the resolution limits of the techniques.
The deposition of the multilayers was performed in a
conventional planar DC magnetron sputtering system
using two sputtering sources, placed 6.5 cm from the
substrate holder. The holder can be rotated to face the
sample to each sputtering source in turn and is provided
with automatic position controller in order to control the
deposition time for each layer. The deposition rates of
the specimens were 12.5 nm/min for titanium, and
25.0 nm/min for chromium and aluminum. Details of
the sputtering system have been described elsewhere
[45]. The base pressure was approximately 2 · 10�4 Pa
and the working pressure was in the range 0.16–
0.23 Pa. The cathode power was held constant at
100 W. No bias voltage was applied to the substrate
holder. Prior to deposition, 20 min of pre-sputtering was
performed in order to clean the cathodes of previously



Table 2. Description of coating systems studied. All coatings were
deposited onto (100) silicon

Sample Thickness
(lm)

Coating structure

Thick trilayer 1.5 700 nm Ti/700 nm Cr/700 nm Ti
1.3 450 nm Cr/400 nm Al/450 nm Cr

Thin multilayer 2.2 10· (65 nm Ti/140 nm Cr)
2.2 10· (80 nm Cr/140 nm Ti)

Ultra-thin
multilayer

3 6· (5 nm Cr) @ Ti matrix
3 7· (2.5 nm Cr) @ Ti matrix
deposited materials. The metal targets used were com-
mercial plates of very high purity. Very pure Ar
(99.999%) was introduced into the vacuum chamber as
reactive gas. The coatings were all deposited onto Si
(100) substrates. Table 2 gives a summary of the coat-
ings studied in this work.

2.2. Multilayer characterization
The shape and depth of the sputtering crater and the
coating thickness were measured by profilometry utiliz-
ing a Dektak 3030 surface profilometer. Scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the multilayer
structure were obtained by a Hitachi S-2700 model
using an accelerating potential of 15 kV. Cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs
were obtained using a Jeol 4000 EX/II model with an
accelerating potential of 400 kV.

RBS experiments were performed with the 5 MV HVEE
Tandetron at the Centro de Micro-Análisis de Materiales
[46] of Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain. The
RBS spectra were collected with He ions at an ion dose of
10 lC and ion energies of 1.5, 2 and 3.5 MeV. The
analysis at different ion energies provided complemen-
tary information about the coating structure (i.e. higher
surface sensitivity at 1.5 MeV whereas higher penetra-
tion depth together with non-Rutherford cross-section
(r�2rR) [47] for the 14N(a, a)14N process was achieved
at 3.5 MeV). The data were acquired simultaneously
with two silicon surface-barrier detectors located at
scattering angles of 170� and 165�, respectively, and
with an energy resolution of 15 keV. The experimental
spectra were fitted with the SIMNRA program [48].

GDOES depth-profile analysis of the coatings was
completed using a Jobin Yvon RF GD Profiler [49]
equipped with a 4-mm diameter anode and operating at
a typical rf discharge pressure of 650 Pa and power of
40 W. The samples were cooled using a re-circulating
water system to avoid heating effects during the GDOES
experiments. The chamber was cleaned by sputtering a
silicon (100) sample for 20 min. Before every experi-
ment, the samples were flushed with argon for 60 s. The
sputtering rates of the studied elements were measured
to be of 5.3, 5.4, 3.5 and 3.4 lm/min for chromium,
aluminum, titanium and silicon, respectively. The high
etching rates obtained during GDOES analysis resulted in
very short experimental times (below 1 min of opera-
tion). A collection rate of 200 points/s was used to
measure all the samples. Quantified profiles were ob-
tained automatically using the standard Jobin Yvon
Quantum Intelligent Quantification (IQ) software, and
the set-up was calibrated using standard materials of
known composition.

SIMS analyses were performed using an Atomika
488 system. Analyses were carried out at a vacuum of
under 10�8 Torr. Oþ2 molecular ions at 12 keV were
used to sputter an area of 350 lm · 350 lm and po-
sitive secondary ions were collected from the central
region using 20% of electronic gate to avoid the crater
edge effects. All the measured species were detected as
elemental ions. Certainly, 12 keV was too high to ex-
pect excellent depth resolution, especially when
detecting very thin layers, but 12 keV was chosen as a
reasonable compromise in order to keep the SIMS
analysis time of our samples (several lm thick) within
a reasonable time of a few hours. The X-axis co-ordi-
nate of SIMS profiles was converted from sputtering-
time data to depth-from-the-surface data by measuring
the depth of sputtered craters using a DEKTAK-3
surface profilometer.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thick metal multilayers (thickness �500 nm)
Fig. 2 shows the depth profiles of a Ti/Cr/Ti trilayer
deposited on Si(100), as measured by a) RBS, b) GDOES
and c) SIMS. The total thickness of the coating was
2.1 lm with each individual layer 700 nm thick, as
measured by SEM and profilometry. We describe these
spectra in the following paragraphs.

For clarity, the RBS experimental data and the global
fitting of results were shifted vertically from the contri-
butions of the elemental spectra (lower part of the
graphs) in Fig. 2(a). RBS fitting of the experimental re-
sults gave very good agreement with the nominal layer
thickness (�600 nm for each individual layer) and
showed a very well-defined coating structure with sharp
interfaces down to the limit of the technique (i.e.
±50 · 1015 at/cm2 or �5 nm). A small amount of
oxygen contamination (<10%) was detected in the Ti
layers only, being higher for the layer at greater depth
(closer to the substrate). This suggests that oxygen was
incorporated from the residual gas and was consumed
progressively.

The GDOES spectrum of the Ti/Cr/Ti stacking
(Fig. 2(b)), although showing very square profiles and
excellent agreement with the individual layer thick-
nesses (650/600/650 nm), displayed typical GDOES
features affecting the depth resolution of the technique.
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Figure 2. Depth profile of a trilayer 700 nm Cr/700 nm Ti/700 nm
Cr by a) RBS, b) GDOES and c) SIMS. In a), the experimental data
and the global fit results have been shifted vertically from the con-
tributions of the elemental spectra (lower part of the graphs). The
dashed vertical lines in b) indicate the broadening of the Cr/Ti
interface. Note that, in c), the vertical axis (intensity) is in logarith-
mic scale.
These artifacts were mainly due to the non-flat geometry
of the sputtering crater (i.e. the presence of a well at the
edge of the crater, which was extensively studied in
previous works [25,26]). Due to these artifacts, the
interfaces between the metal layers linearly broaden
with depth. Applying ‘‘the inverse slope’’ method to the
Ti/Cr/Ti system to determine the depth resolution of the
GDOES profiles [50], the first Ti/Cr interface (at 650 nm)
was measured to be of 57 ± 4 nm, the subsequent Cr/Ti
interface (at 1.25 lm) broadened to 193 ± 14 nm and
finally the Ti/Si interface was found to be of 101 nm
± 7 nm. Despite the lack of oxygen-containing standards
for GDOES calibration, it was remarkable how the tita-
nium getter effect was clearly observed in the GDOES
profile with a small concentration of 3–5 at.%. The
oxygen contamination increased for inner layers, as
assessed by RBS.

In the SIMS profile of Fig. 2(c), it can be appreciated
that the times required to sputter each titanium layer
were not equal. This meant that, during the experiment,
the titanium sputtering rate changed from 22 nm/min
for the first layer to 6 nm/min for the second one. The
measurement was repeated and the same result was
obtained. This strong reduction of the sputtering rate
was accompanied by a reduction of almost half of the Ti+

signal from the most superficial layer (1.6 · 106 counts)
to the buried one (8.4 · 105 counts), suggesting a pro-
gressive decrease of the effective oxygen ion-beam
intensity during the long experimental time (more than
3 h) required for the analysis. Nevertheless, this effect
seems to be specific to Ti, as it was not observed in other
materials, and was probably associated with the high
solubility of oxygen in titanium and the complex matrix
effects that may occur in this material at even moderate
oxygen concentrations. Despite the changes in the
sputtering rate, the interfaces measured by SIMS were
constant with depth and sharper than in GDOES (Ti/Cr:
40 ± 22 nm, Cr/Ti: 30 ± 11 nm and Ti/Si: 28 ± 6 nm,
as derived from the 84–16% rule [42]). The interfaces
Ti/Cr and Cr/Ti are very asymmetric: tails of composition
appear only in the direction of progress of the analysis,
and can be attributed to a mixing effect caused by the
bombarding oxygen ions. The absence of appreciable
tails of composition in the opposite direction is a clear
indication that the interfaces are very steep, with very
low values of interdiffusion and/or roughness. Finally, it
is remarkable that, at the Ti/Si interface, the chromium
signal increased. The use of logarithm scale in Fig. 2(c)
may, at first sight, cause the relevance of the observation
to be overestimated. The chromium intensity at the
interface with silicon, although not negligible, repre-
sented only 5% of the intensity of the Cr intermediate
layer. The drift of Cr material to the interface was due to
ion sputtering and this effect was enhanced by the
change of matrix at the Ti/Si interface. A similar
behavior has been observed systematically in other
multilayer systems (e.g., CrN/CrC or Cr/CrC) [51].

The Ti/Cr/Ti trilayer described above represents a
near-ideal system with very sharp interfaces and con-
stant thickness and composition, so any discrepancy
between this structure and the experimental depth pro-
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Figure 3. Depth profile of a trilayer 450 nm Cr/400 nm Al/450 nm
Cr by a) RBS, b) GDOES and c) SIMS. In a), the experimental data
and the global fit results have been shifted vertically from the con-
tributions of the elemental spectra (lower part of the graphs). The
dashed vertical lines in b) indicate the location of the different
interfaces. Note that, in c), the vertical axis (intensity) is in logarith-
mic scale.
�200 nm, so it was expected that, in a multilayer system
containing Al stacks, the interfaces would be much
broader than in the previous Ti/Cr/Ti system.

Fig. 3 shows the depth profiles of a Cr/Al/Cr trilayer.
The total thickness of the coating was 1.3 lm with each
Cr layer 450 nm thick and the intermediate Al 400 nm
thick, as measured by SEM and profilometry. Fig. 3(a)
shows the RBS experimental and fitting spectra. The
layer thicknesses obtained from the simulation was
550 nm for the Cr layers and 600 nm for the interme-
diate Al layer, slightly shifted from the nominal values,
since we assumed the density of bulk materials. A small
amount of oxygen contamination (<10%) was found in
the Al layer. The simulation results for the Cr/Al/Cr
systems showed that the interface widths were slightly
broader (a few nm) than in the case of Ti/Cr/Ti. This
may be related to the Al layer being very rough.

The influence of the roughness of the Al layer was
unambiguously observed in the GDOES and SIMS spectra
of Fig. 3(b) and (c). The GDOES signal of the aluminum
layer shows a non-square profile with very different Cr/
Al and Al/Cr interfaces of 125 ± 9 nm and 84 ± 6 nm,
measured at 490 nm and 1 lm, respectively. It is
important to note that, as both Al and Cr have very close
sputtering rates and develop a similar crater shape, the
Cr/Al and Al/Cr interfaces should have shown an anal-
ogous linear broadening with depth [25]. The fact that
the first Cr/Al interface is much broader than the buried
Al/Cr is a clear indication that the aluminum layer was
very rough (>90 nm). However, the chromium profiles
were very square with excellent agreement with the
layer thickness (490/510/600 nm). A very small
amount of oxygen (<1 at.%) was measured in the Cr/Al/
Cr trilayer in contrast with the Ti/Cr/Ti system.

The SIMS profile of Fig. 3(c) shows that the sputtering
rates were constant for both Cr layers (10 nm/min) and
very similar to the aluminum sputtering rate (8 nm/
min). Inside each layer, the signal from the materials
layer was up to 1000 times higher than the signal cor-
responding to the adjacent layers. This factor of 1000
was similar to that observed in the previously studied Ti/
Cr/Ti trilayer, and was much higher than that observed
in the GDOES analysis. However, the apparent thick-
nesses of the interfaces were: 47 ± 8 nm for Cr/Al,
12 ± 7 nm for Al/Cr and 24 ± 8 nm for Cr/Si. The main
difference with the case of the Ti/Cr/Ti trilayer lies in the
behavior of the tails of intermediate material at the two

file obtained must be attributed to degradation in the 
depth resolution determining the performance of the 
technique used in the analysis.

However, as in practice most systems show rough 
interfaces and element inter-diffusion, a comparison of 
the techniques in non-ideal systems is highly recom-
mended. This is the case for aluminum films. In previous 
unpublished work, a 1-lm aluminum layer was depos-
ited on silicon showing a very high roughness of
interfaces. The Al tail in inner Al/Cr interface was very
short while the Al tail in the outer Cr/Al interface was
long towards the external surface. This behavior was
just the opposite of that we might expect from the effect
of mixing the bombarding ions of the SIMS analysis, and



can be attributed to the Cr/Al interface being very rough 
through the growth of the 600-nm Al layer on a 
relatively flat 580 nm Cr layer on silicon. Finally, and 
similarly to the above observation, there was a drift of Al 
material (�5%) to the Cr/Si interface due to the ion 
sputtering.
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Figure 4. Depth profile of a multilayer 10· (65 nm Cr/140 nm Ti)
by a) RBS, b) GDOES and c) SIMS. In a), the experimental data
and the global fit results have been shifted vertically from the con-
tributions of the elemental spectra (lower part of the graphs). The
dashed vertical lines in b) indicate the decrease of Cr and Ti peak
intensity with depth. Note that, in c), the vertical axis (intensity) is
in logarithmic scale.
3.2. Thin metal multilayers (thickness �100 nm)
The depth profiles of multilayer systems comprising 10
alternate Cr and Ti layers of nominal thickness of 65 nm
and 140 nm, respectively (Fig. 4) and the reverse system
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Figure 5. Depth profile of a multilayer 10· (70 nm Ti/140 nm Cr)
by a) RBS, b) GDOES and c) SIMS. In a), the experimental data
and the global fit results have been shifted vertically from the con-
tributions of the elemental spectra (lower part of the graphs). The
dashed vertical lines in b) indicate the decrease of Cr and Ti peak
intensity with depth. Note that, in c), the vertical axis (intensity) is
in logarithmic scale.



of 10 alternate Ti and Cr layers of nominal thickness of 
80 nm and 140 nm, respectively (Fig. 5) are shown as 
measured by a) RBS, b) GDOES and c) SIMS. The indi-
vidual layer thicknesses were measured by cross-sec-
tional TEM.

The oscillations in the RBS spectra (Figs. 4(a) and 
5(a)) reflect the layered structure of the coating, the 
signals from each individual layer being clearly resolved 
in the elemental spectral contribution (bottom parts of 
the figures). The simulation of the RBS spectra given by a 
sequential bilayer system perfectly reproduced the 
experimental data in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a). In addition, the 
thickness values extracted from the simulation were in 
excellent agreement with the nominal thicknesses of the 
layers (see Fig. 6). Mean thickness values of 58 ± 5 nm 
and 130 ± 6 nm for Cr and Ti layers, respectively, were 
found for the 10· Cr/Ti system. In the 10· Ti/Cr coating, 
the RBS analysis gave mean values of 75 ± 3 nm and
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136 ± 4 nm for Ti and Cr, respectively. The simulated
spectra, assuming pure layers, accurately fitted the data,
indicating very sharp interfaces in both cases. Further-
more, experiments at an incident angle of 45� were
carried out to estimate the interface thickness by com-
paring the thicknesses of the first five layers at 0� and
45�. Similar Cr/Ti and Ti/Cr interfaces of 6–8 nm were
found, remaining practically constant with depth.
Around a depth of 1 lm, there was a slight increase in
the interface but was considered to be due to the con-
tribution of energy straggling and multiple scattering at
greater depths. This increase could be related to the
oxygen content detected in the inner Ti layers.

Although the GDOES profiles perfectly reproduced the
bilayer composition of both thin metal multilayer sys-
tems, as discussed in [26], the results were very depen-
dent on the order on the layers XY (i.e. X/Y „ Y/X). In
the profile of the 10· Cr/Ti system (Fig. 4(b)), there was
a decrease in the intensities of both 65-nm Cr (down to
65%) and the 140-nm Ti layers (down to 84%). There
was clearly layer intermixing as the thickness of the thin
Cr layer, as measured by GDOES, increased monoto-
nously up to 120 nm, while the thickness of the thick Ti
layer decreased to 105 nm (see Fig. 6(a)). The bilayer
period was kept constant within the overall coating.
However, in the 10· Ti/Cr profile (Fig. 5b), there was
severe degradation of the Ti signal down to 40% while
the Cr signal slightly decreased to 90% for the last layer.
Regarding the individual layer thickness, it can be ob-
served in Fig. 6(b) that there was good correlation with
the nominal thickness for both Ti (74 ± 3 nm) and Cr
(142 ± 10 nm) layers. The way that the differences ob-
served in the profiles depended on the order of the layers
was discussed in [26], in terms of the different erosion
rates and thicknesses of the Cr and Ti layers. Recently,
we have properly simulated this phenomenon using a
simple model of degradation of the layer interfaces in-
duced during analysis by the ion bombardment and
subsequent erosion of the surface atoms [52].

The SIMS profiles of Figs. 4(c) and 5(c) reveal a con-
stant composition (changes are below 5 at.%) of the
layers regardless of the order of the materials. In the
profile of the 10· Cr/Ti system, there was an increase in
layer thickness measured for both elements (Fig. 6(a)).
This might be related to changes of the sputtering rate
during SIMS analysis, as explained above. However, the
10· Ti/Cr system showed a constant layer thickness for
both Ti (62 ± 4 nm) and Cr (145 ± 12 nm) layers, as
observed in Fig. 6(b). Cr/Ti and Ti/Cr interface widths
were measured as being similar (32 ± 7 nm).

3.3. Ultra-thin metal multilayers (thickness <5 nm)
In order to compare the performance of RBS, GDOES and
SIMS during the analysis of multilayers in the nm range,
two different systems were studied. First, a multilayer
system comprised six 5-nm thick layers of Cr deposited at
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dotted lines follow the variation of the chromium peak intensities
with depth and the dashed vertical lines indicate the position of
the markers.
depths of 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2 lm from the 
coating surface. Second, we deposited a similar multi-
layer of six 2.5-nm thick Cr layers at the same depths as 
above, plus an extra marker at the outermost surface. In 
both cases, the Cr markers were buried between Ti layers 
of variable thickness with a total coating thickness of 
3 lm (see Table 2).

The six 5-nm Cr markers were perfectly identified in the 
depth profiles by the three techniques, even when 
embedded a few lm deeper into the Ti matrix, with 
excellent correlation between the estimated depth of the 
markers and those measured. Near the outermost sur-
face (see Fig. 7), the first two markers, although detected, 
were not well resolved because of their proximity (50 
nm). Nevertheless, the SIMNRA software allowed the RBS 
profile to be simulated and perfectly resolved all the 
markers. No degradation in either intensity or layer 
thickness was found in the RBS analysis. In particular, it 
is interesting to note the excellent agreement with the 
marker thickness of 4.8 ± 1.2 nm (see Fig. 8).

During the GDOES analysis, the six Cr markers were 
unambiguously observed [26], but there was a clear 
degradation in both intensity and thickness of the layers. 
The heights of the Cr peaks decreased with depth (see 
dashed line in Fig. 7(b)) from 35 at.% at 50 nm to less 
than 10 at.% at 2 lm, while the measured layer thick-
ness increased from 30 nm up to 130 nm (Fig. 8). The 
analysis of the GDOES depth profiles could be enor-
mously improved by applying deconvolution algorithms 
(i.e. Van Citter or Gold [53–55]). Currently, this is a very 
active topic within the GDOES community, and there 
have been some attempts to apply such algorithms to 
GDOES analysis [26,44].

In the SIMS depth profile, the thin Cr markers were 
observed as Gaussian-like peaks because their thickness 
(5 nm) was much less than the depth resolution corre-
sponding to parameter analysis. There is practically no 
degradation of the Cr peaks, except for the first marker. 
This marker, located at 50 nm from the surface, had 
almost double the intensity and a lower width (12 nm) 
than the rest (36 nm), and it was found at a sputtering 
time shorter than that corresponding to the average 
sputtering rate of 6.1 nm/min (Fig. 7c). The behavior of 
this first marker can be explained by the so-called 
‘‘transient effect’’ due to non-stabilized oxidation during 
the first stages of the SIMS erosion process, which led to 
higher sputtering and ionization yields [56]. For the rest 
of the markers, the intensity remained constant within an 
error of 10%, and the peak thickness was stable around a 
value of 36 ± 2 nm (see Fig. 8). The width of the surface 
region affected by the transient effect could be thus 
estimated to be around 70 nm for our experi-mental 
conditions.

Finally, we compared the depth-profile results on the 
second 2.5-nm Cr marker system in order to evaluate the 
ultimate depth resolution of the techniques.
RBS experiments did not resolve any of the 2.5-nm
layers, confirming that the depth resolution of this
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method in this system is no better than 5 nm. In recent
years, a great effort has been made to develop high-
resolution RBS systems (HR-RBS) by using magnetic
spectrometers [57–59]. HR-RBS measurements of ultra-
thin layers at nm or even sub-nm scale have been re-
ported recently [60,61].

However, both GDOES and SIMS were able to detect the
ultra-thin Cr layers but with different sensitivities. GDOES
resolved the seven 2.5-nm markers, including the one
deposited on the outermost surface, but showed pro-
nounced degradation of the profiles, as observed in
Fig. 9(a). The peak intensities decrease from 30 at.% at
the surface down to 2 at.% at a depth of 2 lm with layer
thickness increasing from 14 nm to 80 nm. By contrast,
the SIMS depth profile showed a similar behavior to that
observed for 5-nm Cr markers. No degradation was ob-
served in the Cr peaks located at depths below 50 nm
from the surface (Fig. 9(b)), as both the intensities and the
peak width (54 ± 3 nm) remained constant for the rest of
the peaks. The two markers located near the surface (at 0
and 50 nm) were modified by the transient effect. The
first marker was practically lost, while the second was
found at a sputtering time shorter than that corre-
sponding to the average sputtering rate of 7.3 nm/min.
As in the case of the 5-nm layers, there was excellent
correlation between the nominal depth of the 2.5-nm
markers and those measured by GDOES and SIMS.
4. Conclusions

From the above results, we can conclude that RBS,
GDOES and SIMS are suitable and complementary
techniques for in-depth elemental analysis of metal-
multilayer stacks of nm individual thickness. Very good
correlation between nominal thickness and calculated
values were found by the depth profiles obtained using
the three techniques, though the analytical method was
very different in each case.

RBS, as a non-destructive technique, could resolve
well-defined stacks (sharp interfaces) deposited by mag-
netron sputtering. Multilayer systems down to 5 nm
individual thickness were properly resolved by RBS. The
powerful theoretical and simulation tools available for
this technique allowed correction for mixing (i.e. strag-
gling) effects. Improvement in RBS resolution down to
the sub-nm range can be achieved by using magnetic
spectrometer systems.

Artifacts related to the sputtering process were found
when depth profiling by GDOES and SIMS, giving rise to
interface-widening effects, which strongly depended on
the nature of material and the depth of the analyzed
layer.

Rough interfaces were detected by GDOES and SIMS
better than by RBS due to the longer tails in the profiles.
Both GDOES and SIMS could resolve ultra-thin layers



(down to 2.5 nm) of Cr in buried deep in structures 
(>1 lm). In general, SIMS showed interface degradation 
with depth much lower than GDOES, although the nm 
layers at the outermost surface could not be properly 
resolved. The use of Cs ions as bombarding species could 
increase the depth resolution further because the mass of 
the primary ion is greater [62].

The main effects contributing to the decrease in the 
depth resolution by GDOES were found to be ion-induced 
surface roughening and the resulting crater geometry 
giving rise to layer mixing when the individual layer 
thickness decreased. A particular characteristic of 
GDOES was that the different interface widening de-
pended on the order on the layer materials (X/Y „ Y/X).

We expect that application of deconvolution algo-
rithms would improve GDOES depth profiles.

As a final comment, it is clear from this review that, in 
multilayer nm depth profiling, no surface-analysis tech-
nique stands out. The choice of technique would depend 
on different factors (e.g., the system to be studied, the 
accuracy to be achieved, and the experimental time re-
quired). GDOES appears to be the most suitable tech-
nique for a rapid analysis, enabling feedback in the 
development process, though, for more accurate char-
acterization, complementary analysis by RBS and/or 
SIMS would be necessary.
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